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unity and the common heritage of culture were the two ties
which bound the Aryans together; to them, was now added
political unity. Though there is very little contemporary
evidence, subsequent history fully bears out that these
influences deeply affected life and literature in Gujarata;
and it is more than probable that towards the composition
of the Harivantfa, the Matsya, and the MarkandeyaPurfinas,
the people of Gujarata made no small contribution.
IV
Most of the languages of India have grown up
in one and the same way. Age after age, in each province,
the dialect of the Aryans for the time being began to
be developed intensely owing to the introduction of the
vocabulary, the construction and the graces of Samskrta
which the cultured Aryans of Madhyadesa spoke. The
dialect thus cultivated soon lost touch with the desabhasha,
the actual speech of the people. The desabhasha, however,
developed along well-recognised phonetic principles; and,
when necessity arose, was in its turn made the object of
literary culture. Thus the Prakrtas, the Apabhrafisas,
and the present vernaculars were the desabhashas which,
in succession to one another, attained literary form.
According to Sir George Grierson, there were two waves
of Aryan immigration: one, which he calls that of the
Aryans of the Outer Band, the other, that of the Midland
(Madhyadesa) Aryans. In course of time, the speech of the
Midland Aryans became Samskrta, and from time to time
it lent its structure and wealth of diction to the dialects
of the Outer Band. Under this influence, the different
Prakrtas, Apabhrafisas and vernaculars came into exis-
tence.1 The basis of the languages thus evolved was Outland,
and the body, Midland. The base of the grammar adopted
was the vernacular, and the enrichment was due to attempts
made to simplify the literary language by using its
vocabulary.2
If by the word desabhasha is meant literally the language
of the soil, the dialect actually in use as distinguished from
1.   Grierson, Indo-Aryan Languages, Sanskrit; Prakrit. Encyclo. Britannica.
&   Keith, History of Sanskrit Literature 34,

